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Dear Readers,
Sophisticated motor control systems are
often a challenge for design engineers.
This is a truly complex matter that allows
more than ever the question: there is a
quick and easy way to design sensorless
FOC motor controls at all? Or, is this more
just kind of a fairy tale?

In our cover story, Infineon is not only just
talking about this topic, they are telling you
how to implement that. How to optimize
the performance and efficiency of your
systems, making you able to spare time,
save human resources, and, at least, to
save money.
Another highlight in this issue, is our article
about USB Version 3.1. Learn more about
the additional advantages of USB 3.1. and
about what is making it now considerable
interesting for industrial applications.
Yours Sincerely,
Carolina Heyder
Editor

Full SiC power modules
optimized for inverters
and converters
ROHM has announced the development
of 1200 V 400 A/ 600 A rated full SiC power
modules optimized for inverters and
converters in solar power conditioners,
UPS, and power supplies for industrial
equipment.

The BSM600D12P3G001 achieves a rated
current of 600A by utilizing a new package
featuring an original internal structure and
optimized heat radiation design, enabling
support for higher power applications such
as large-scale power supplies for industrial
equipment. In addition, switching loss is
reduced by 64% (at a chip temperature of
150°C) compared with IGBT modules at the
same rated current, improving energy savings considerably. And along with reducing
the size of peripheral components through
high-frequency operation, the effects of
reducing switching loss are greater when
driving at high frequencies, contributing to the
miniaturization of cooling and other systems.
For example, from preliminary calculations
based on loss simulation in cooling systems,
adopting SiC modules can reduce the size of
water-cooled heat sinks by up to 88%* compared with equivalently rated IGBT modules.
Achieving full SiC power modules equipped
with ROHM SiC SBDs and MOSFETs makes
it possible to reduce switching loss by 64%
(at a chip temp. of 150°C) vs IGBTs at the
same current rating. This minimizes power
conversion loss in applications, contributing
to increased energy savings. Loss simulations conducted with PWM inverter drive re-

sulted in a 30% reduction at 5kHz drive and
an even more substantial reduction in total
loss of 55% at 20kHz PWM vs equivalently rated IGBT modules. In the case of 20kHz
operation the size of the heat sink can be
reduced by 88%. High frequency drive also
supports the use of smaller passive peripheral
components. jh

i More info
 www.rohm.com
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ntegrated products for the control of variable speed
required hardware and software to perform sensor less
Synchronous Motor (PMSM) they provide the highest
or system with the lowest system cost.

Key benefits

This article describes easy entry for
designers into the complex world of
sophisticated motor control systems

ne implementation of Infineon’s patented and field proven
hat eliminates software coding from the motor control
s. With the help of the IRMCK099 implementing a variable

Ready-to-use solution for variable
speed drives based on sensor less Field
Oriented Control (FOC) of Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSM).
Outstanding customer benefits

through either of two flexible, scalable,
easy-to-use and affordable platforms
from Infineon, catering for companies
with different levels of existing
competence.
Motor control application designers are
under pressure today from the markets,
competitors and regulators to optimize the
performance and efficiency of their systems,
while keeping the costs of the electronics
systems to the minimum. Applications ranging
from pumps, fans and compressors in home
appliances to drones and e-bikes require sophisticated control systems able to respond
reliably to dynamic loads and rapid changes
in motor speed while keeping the efficiency
at the highest possible level, and at the
same time meeting the other application requirements, such as low acoustic noise, for
example. The ideal solution to this design
challenge is the sensorless field-oriented
control (FOC) of permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs).
However, designing such a system requires
expertise in advanced motion-control algorithms, software optimization, and motor
performance.

The XMC 1300 series with its dedicated
peripherals is suited for cost-efficient,
sensorless or sensor-assisted motor control
ARM-based XMC MCUs for
sensorless FOC control
Infineon offers two types of controllers
which are capable of running sensorless
FOC control of PMSM motors: XMC MCUs,
based on standard ARM-Cortex-M0 core,
and iMOTION IRMCK099 motion controller

IC. These two types of controllers serve different types of designers. XMC targets designers and companies with solid or extensive
know-how in motor control and embedded
programming, which can then use the motor
control software that Infineon provides as a
basis for their own motor control and system software. On the other hand, iMOTION
IRMCK099 serves companies which do not
have sufficient motor-control know-how, or
their core competence is based at the system level. These companies can then use
the IRMCK099 as a turnkey solution for motor control, while focusing on differentiation
at the system level.
With four product series and more than 100
products, the XMC1000 family caters for a
wide range of applications. The XMC1000
derivatives offer between 8 KB and 200 KB

The XMC1302 supports
efficient field-oriented control

flash, efficient PWM timers, 12-bit A/D converters and flexible serial communication
interfaces. For the simplest applications, the
XMC1100 entry-level series offers a basic
range of functions to facilitate entry into the
XMC world. The XMC1200 series brings in additional application-specific features, such as
a Brightness and Colour Control Unit (BCCU)
for LED colour and brightness control as well
as capacitive touch control and LED matrix
control unit. One performance level higher,
the XMC1300 microcontroller series adds interfaces and hardware blocks optimized for
motor control. In addition to the high-performance Capture and Compare Unit (CCU8), it
also incorporates a position interface (POSIF)
for the precise detection of the motor position by external Hall sensors or encoders. A
MATH coprocessor (XMC1302) accelerates
key mathematical operations required for
execution of complex motor control algorithms.
These features of the XMC1300 series enable both sensor-assisted and sensorless
field-oriented control of electric motors. The
latest XMC1400 series offers a performance
boost of up to 70% thanks to a faster CPU
clock and built-in pre-fetch buffer. This series also features a CAN interface which is
very often used as a communication proto-

col in the industrial environment. The entire
XMC1000 family offers variants for the temperature range up to +105 °C.
For numerous industrial applications, and
particularly for efficient motor controls, highspeed, precision A/D converters are required. The A/D converter of the XMC1000
family can be configured with resolutions
of 8, 10 and 12 bit. This allows the conversion time and resolution to be optimised for
the application. Beside high resolution and
sampling rate, the precise setting of the time
of a measurement is particularly important.
The XMC1200, XMC1300 and XMC1400 series thus allow sampling times to be defined
via programmable, hardware-controlled sequencer in accordance with the switching
patterns.
Integrated MATH co-processor
24-bit vector rotation
The MATH co-processor of the XMC1300
and XMC1400 series can be used for vector rotation (PARK transformation) with 24bit resolution. It computes in parallel to the
main CPU, which in turn allows powerful algorithms to be implemented more easily and
precisely for the field-oriented motor control.
Another motor control specific block is the

programmable POSIF interface, which enables using Hall sensors as well as incremental encoder for position sensing. Using
the POSIF allows the accuracy to be improved and the software simplified for various
applications, since the relevant data can be
recorded simultaneously. A low-pass filter
suppresses the noise and interfering impulses from the Hall sensor and rotary encoder, which could lead to incorrect position
and/or speed readings.
The CCU8 supports applications with more
complex PWM signal generation by means
of complementary switches in half-bridge
configuration and multi-phase control. These
functions in conjunction with a highly versatile
and programmable scheme for signal conditioning mean that the CCU8 is especially suited for high-performance motor controls as
well as multi-phase and multi-level systems.
Typical applications that benefit from this
include 3-phase inverters for drives, 3-level
inverters for solar modules and half-bridge
converters.
Using the CCU8 timer unit and the additional
compare channel also enables the option of
defining different dead times for rising and
falling edges and generating asymmetric
PWM signals.

Alternative motor control with the
IRMCK099M controller board, where a
motor control ASIC with hardware-based,
sensorless FOC control is implemented
Dedicated motion-control IC
for sensorless applications
The IRMCK099 is a dedicated motion-control IC designed specifically to address the
complex requirements associated with advanced sensorless motor control applications. Unlike other motor control ICs that
require some programming, the IRMCK099
features a Motor Control Engine (MCE) with
control algorithms (based on standard library
blocks) included in firmware along with a
hardware accelerator. This MCE implements

sensorless FOC for both interior and surface
PMSMs using single or leg shunt current
feedback through a combination of hardware
and firmware elements. The IRMCK099
incorporates all major system elements in a
5 mm x 5 mm, 32-pin QFN package that operates from a single 3.3V supply.
A built-in A/D converter offers 12-bit resolution and a 2μs conversion time, making it
suited for precision applications. Alongside

GUI-based software permits simple
parameterization and tuning.

the advanced A/D converter is a 100 MHz
internal oscillator that removes the need for
an external clock. A Sigma Delta DAC provides a two-channel analog output and all
analogue inputs are factory calibrated. Along
with 16 kB of on-board OTP memory with
a CRC memory check, the device features
advanced communication and interface subsystems including a 57.6kbps UART, 8 digital GPIO ports, 6 PWM outputs and an I2C
interface. Four register-selectable control inputs enhance design flexibility by supporting
motor speed and direction control via UART,
analog voltage, frequency or duty cycle. This
ensures simplified interfaces within a wide

Complete design kits with two
controller boards and four different
power boards (250V and 500V)

variety of applications. The single shunt reconstruction feature allows the accurate current measurement needed for FOC control
to be achieved with a single external shunt,
thus minimizing external analog and digital
circuitry. Phase shift PWM eliminates the
minimum pulse limitation, improving motor
start at low speeds and reducing acoustic
noise in operation. Built-in safety and protection features include rotor lock protection
and catch spin to detect any rotation of the
motor before a control input is applied.
Motion control design
without programming
As opposed to MCU or DSP-based FOC designs, the dedicated iMOTION IC approach
makes it possible to realize a motion con-

Using the µC/Probe XMC, it is possible to
display critical control loops in the
motor control in real-time with the aid of an
8-channel digital storage oscilloscope.

trol design without any programming. Control parameter calculations are performed
using a GUI-based drive configuration and
design tool (MCE Wizzard). The tool features
a simple form-based dialog GUI that captures all the motor parameters and application information such as speed and acceleration in an easy-to-understand, engineerfriendly format – also explaining where to
find the necessary information. Once calculated, the parameters are automatically exported to the MCE Designer tool. This tool
facilitates motor drive control and testing as
well as parameter tuning. A powerful parametric trace tool allows the user to trace and
plot internal control variables, thus rapidly
debugging and improving the motor drive
performance.
The iMOTION Modular Application Development Kit (MADK) is a compact and versatile
evaluation system and a scalable development platform for 3-phase motor drives
(115/230 V) currently covering the power
range between 20W and 300W.
It comprises controller and power boards for
sensorless or optionally for sensor-assisted
control. The kit can be used to implement
a fully functioning motor system within less
than an hour. All that is left for developers to

Controller board with XMC1302 and related
power board
do is to connect the boards to the PC, motor and power supply, download, install and
parameterise the software – and the motor
will already be running.
The iMOTION MADK kits offered address
various motor control designs. Each kit comprises a control board with built-in or separate debug interface in addition to a complete power stage with a rectifier and EMI
filter. Also included: motor control software
(pre-installed or available for downloading) in
addition to simple, GUI-based software (µC/
Probe XMC or MCE Wizzard/MCE Designer)
for the parameterization and tuning. jh

i More info
 Motor control and drives
 Digital Motor Controller
 iMOTION IRMCK099 sensorless motor control IC
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of how reed relays work, how they are
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Improving the automotive
power distribution
architecture

Driving new car innovations through
the Distribution channel
Automotive ICs and system solutions

Relay replacement has occurred at
different rates in various areas of the car.

In automobiles, a revolution has
occurred in essentially all design
aspects, from engine management
to body control functions, to wheels,
braking, safety and more. Only one

aspect remains the same as a
century ago: the power distribution
architecture. This remaining vestige
is about to undergo the same
transition as the others - and join
the revolution.
The ongoing electrification of vehicles impacts all vehicle systems and provides an
excellent reason for overhauling automotive
power distribution architecture. Three major
forces drive this push for electrification: the
connected car model, new powertrains and
regulations, and the globalization and consolidation of platforms. There are two aspects
that will be considered in this analysis: relay
replacement and fuse alternatives. Figure 1
shows the current status for automakers in
six specific areas.
For lighting 1), relay replacement has already
started to occur. The same is true for seating
2) and doors 3). However, for the electronic
control unit 4), relays are still commonly
used for cooling fans, fuel injectors, pumps
and more, ranging from 7 to 20 units depending on the original equipment manufacturer (OEM). The trend in this area is full

replacement with a solid-state alternative
between 2018 and 2022. The big future for
electrification will come from the junction
box in electric power distribution 5) with revised power distribution architecture. From
50 to 60 (or even 100) fuses and from five
to ten relays are required to distribute power from the battery to a module or group of
loads. For example, a fuse + wire that goes
to the body controller could control several
different functions. Today, almost all manufacturers use relays and fuses in the junction
box. The trend from 2020 to 2025 or even
to 2030 will be to replace all the mechanical pieces in the car distribution box. The
last box 6) is engine management. With 48V
power increasing for stop-start systems and
other mild hybrid applications, the relay can
no longer satisfy the load switching requirements due to arcing on the 48V bus. This
arcing subsequently creates other system
issues. As a result, 48V applications dictate
solid-state solutions.
For the connected car trend, the vehicle power network must connect to the external
power source of a fixed structure. In addition
to the power, connecting a 48V mild hybrid
car to a fixed structure requires communication between the 48V port in the garage or

external 48V source and the vehicle. Many
new features will come with 48V capabilities, such as X-by-wire, that require high quality and a high level of safety. The trend being
discussed is classifying the wiring harness
as an ISO 26262 element for critical areas
such as steer-by-wire and brake-by-wire. As
a result, the wiring needs to be considered
as a safety-critical aspect compliant with
ISO 26262. While the ISO specification has
been required for many automotive safety aspects for several years, its addition to
the wiring harness is rather new. The added
complexity from having both 12V and 48V
power sources in vehicles creates design

Watch this demo of the world's smallest
single-chip 77GHz radar transceiver with
stunning resolution performance.

challenges as well as challenges in assembly,
servicing and aftermarket to ensure compatibility and isolation between systems.
While automotive technology will be even
more advanced and ready for these applications than it has been in the past, the real driving force for power distribution architecture
replacement will come from new functions
of the connected car for which relays are not
adequate. For example, the stop and start
function being embraced by many manufacturers has an impact on some applications, such as windshield wipers. With the
stop and start function, the mission profile
for a wiper system dramatically increased in
terms of the number of switching cycles, far
beyond the capability of any common relay.
As a result, the relay is no longer adequate to
perform as expected over the lifetime of the
vehicle. This same situation occurs for relays
in other applications such as pumps and the
HVAC system.
The cost savings behind wiring harness optimization and vehicle weight reduction drive
the second argument for overhauling automotive power distribution architecture via
electrification. For example, in the European
Union (EU) communities, the cost per gram
of over-limit CO2 emissions will increase

in 2019 to 95 Euros for the first gram that
exceeds the EU limit. Avoiding these costly
penalties should motivate OEMs to optimize
and trim wiring harness weight, especially
since the harness for a mid-line vehicle has
an average weight of 30kg.
The last trend is globalization. With megaplatform approaches, OEMs can minimize
engineering time and the associated cost
as well as reduce the overall time-to-market
for new vehicles. A single platform provides
commonality for a range of vehicles at a minimum of engineering effort and expense.

Several high voltage spikes can occur
within 100 μs of activating the contacts of
a mechanical relay.

For semiconductor suppliers, the wiring harness including power distribution must be
as flexible as possible to be compatible with
low- to high-end cars. The replacement of
mechanical relays with semiconductor technology has been proposed for over 30 years
and the capability to replace fuses has been
possible for almost 20 years. However, significant reductions from existing alternatives
are required to make the transition compelling enough to reject the status quo. Today,
some OEMs still need to initiate the design
activity required to make this transition.
Solid-state relays have several differentiating
features and benefits compared to mechanical versions. One of the more well-known
problems of mechanical relays is contact
bounce. Contact bounce or rebound can create dV/dt values up to 300 V/μs as shown in
figure 2. Eliminating all the mechanical relays
will allow the reduction of electromechanical
interference (EMI) noise in the harness. One
example of an incentive for replacing mechanical relays is a safety regulation that requires anti-pinch diagnostics/protection. For
a mechanical relay, meeting this regulation
requires many additional components that
make the mechanical design much more
expensive. These expensive elements add

even more justification to increased system
requirements. With 48V, mechanical relays
will have severe challenges to be compliant.
A modern high-end vehicle can easily have
100 fuses and four fuse boxes that need to
be accessible for servicing and fuse replacement. The cost of this space and access in
the passenger compartment is very expensive because it detracts from passenger
comfort. Since a solid-state protected device (an electronic or eFuse) does not have
to be replaced after a short circuit occurs, it
can be placed in an area that is not easily
accessible. This configuration simplifies vehicle design and provides additional passenger compartment space. In contrast to the
mechanical fuse that is designed for a single
value and is not programmable, an eFuse
can be programmed for 10, 15, 20 or however many amps are required. This flexibility makes the electronic fuse fully compliant
with mega-platform vehicle designs.
Mechanical fuses, especially the ones being
manufactured today, have inaccurate minimum and maximum values that require the
wiring to be oversized to have sufficient safety
margin under all extremes. Common aftermarket replacement fuses play a significant
role in meeting the oversizing requirement

Inaccuracy is a major problem associated
with mechanical fuses and a cause of
over-specifying wire size.
to avoid unsafe operating conditions and ensure that the fuse protects the wiring under
all operating conditions. Figure 3 shows how
the wire size must have greater safety margin because of the inaccuracy of mechanical fuses nowadays. Today, the main driving
force for electronic replacement comes from
carmakers and not the semiconductor industry. The OEMs know the value of the transition and are requesting the electrification
of the car. While the silicon solution is more

expensive, the carmakers calculations have
led them to conclude that there will be cost
savings at the system and vehicle levels.
Changes to the vehicle power distribution
architecture depend upon the affordability
of the solution to replace mechanical relays
and fuses. As a result, this electrification
is expected to go through several steps or
phases. The first step could occur between
2018 and 2022. This phase will involve an
electrification of the mechanical components but the architecture will remain the
same. Electronic relays and electronic fuses
will simply replace mechanical relays and
fuses. Later, between 2020 and 2030, a
transition to connected smart junction boxes
and smart fuse boxes will occur and take full
advantage of all the benefits that electrification can bring by revisiting the architecture
to optimize the wire harness size, align it
with the source capabilities and be ready for
an autonomous car with a full safe and fault
tolerant architecture. Some emerging concepts are under analysis at NXP to prepare
for this future revolution. However, the electrification revolution cannot be solved by one
company alone, and it needs cross-industry
alignment. jh

i More info
 Automotive Products Overview
 Automotive Energy & Power Management
 Smart Power Drivers
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Intelligent High Power
System with Medical
and Industrial Safety
Approvals
Artesyn Embedded Technologies’ new
configurable intelligent high power
system, the iHP series is designed for
a wide range of medical and industrial
applications. The new modular power

system provides accuracy, resolution
and stability as either a programmable
voltage or current source. It provides up
to 24 kW in 3 kW increments and can be
configured for up to eight outputs using
a wide variety of plug-in modules that
address a large range of voltages and
currents.
Safety approvals secured by Artesyn eliminate the need for an isolation transformer
in medical equipment. The iHP power system also has industrial safety approvals
and meets the SEMI F47 voltage sag tolerance standard for semiconductor processing
equipment. The iHP power system offers
developers either an analog or digital interface to their system, supporting standard
communications protocols, including CANbus, Ethernet and RS485. Digital control
enables the use of Artesyn’s high level
PowerPro software graphical user interface (GUI) to control and monitor all functions on one or multiple iHP systems. The
PowerPro GUI also incorporates graphical
script creation that allows users to write
their own process control routines. The iHP
power system offers efficient PFC and low
THD over a wide range of loads. It uses a

multi-phase continuous mode boost PFC
architecture, resulting in ripple current cancellation that offers lower EMI and extends
the life of electrolytic capacitors. jh

i More info
 Intelligent High Power
System Product Info
 P
 owerPro GUI for control
and monitoring

USB-3.1 connector, C-type:
the end of trial and
error on insertion

USB Version 3.1 –
a crucial turning point
for industrial applications?
Universal Serial Bus (USB) has a
strong foothold in consumer electronics,
but has yet to prove itself in industrial
applications. Electronic component
manufacturers predict a significant
increase in the future and see the intro-

duction of the USB 3.1 standard as a
turning point, if certain quality standards
of the components are met.
Those who previously considered USB to be
unsuitable for the mentioned reasons will
rethink their decision in view of the additional advantages of USB 3.1. Doubling the
data rate to 10Gbps alone is a powerful argument. The significantly increased supply power from 9W up to 100W is also extremely
interesting for industrial applications.

Pin assignment
USB 3.1 C-type socket

This enables additional applications. The
power supply can now also be reversed –
i.e. from the client to the host. Last but not
least: USB 3.1 does away with the tedious
poking to insert the USB connector the right
way around: The C-type plug no longer has
a direction in the USB 3.1 version. Not only
the developers of consumer electronics will
want to allow their users to benefit from this
faster and simpler handling. 10 Gbps, 100W,
simple handling – with these arguments a

broad field of industrial applications opens up
for USB 3.1. USB can now replace technologies complicated in their use - PCI Express
or Thunderbolt, also with the cost argument
of mass production, of course.

One answer to
different requirements
The conceivable deployment scenarios for
USB really are universal. A single connector is the answer to many different requirements, such as data exchange, power supply, video content and networks, but also
as a replacement for D-Sub and HDMI, as
well as modular sockets. Examples for typical applications are external hard disks and
servers, medical applications with integrated
monitors, industry applications that require
data backup, smart phones and all portable
devices like sensors, power banks and small
monitors. Nevertheless: even with the extended technical possibilities, the basic conditions for industrial use still need to be observed. For an industrial USB application, the
issue of EMC protection outlined already is
important and has to be credibly addressed
in the applications. And those who do not
want to risk the reliability of their application
should not save too much on material and
integrate high quality modules.
An example for one of the details that distinguishes the high-quality connector: the

optimized connection angle. If the connection angle is greater than 40 degrees, the
contacts could be damaged on inserting the
connector. USB-3.1 modules with improved
shielding and increased coating thickness of
the contact surfaces to avoid high mechanical loads are the way forward - but are expensive, of course. But with a durability of
10,000 plug cycles, they are also suitable for
devices that should last longer than shortlived consumer products. jh

i More info
 www.we-online.com
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